“Attending the OTAP has given me
confidence to fulfill my role in the
classroom, I feel challenged to be
better.”

OUTSTANDING
TEACHING ASSISTANT

PROGRAMME
OBJECTIVES
The programme focuses on a range
of aspects of teaching and learning
such as challenge, engagement,
assessment,
differentiation,
questioning and planning. There
are facilitated practical sessions
and lesson observations at the
host school, with linked practical
tasks back in the participant’s own
school to apply what they learn.

CONTENT
•

Understanding what an
outstanding teaching assistant
looks like?
• Key definitions and audits of
strengths & weaknesses
• Coaching for deep learning
• New learning on
differentiation
• Creating and leading an inschool project
• Developing a success criteria
• What is effective questioning?
• Action planning and
evaluation
The programme enables delegates
to share ideas and strategies to
help move their school’s forward.
Delegates gain confidence in
feeling able to voice their views
and ideas, and feel empowered to
take the lead in their development
as “learning assistants”, with a
focus on facilitating the pupils
learning experience.

ELIGIBILITY
This programme is for teaching
assistants who are, or who have
the potential to be outstanding in
their roles.

IMPACT
Head teachers and delegates are
telling us that the Outstanding
Teaching Assistant Programme is
having a huge impact on the role
of the TA in the modern classroom:

'This programme has given me the
confidence to do my role within
school well, I feel able to contribute ideas and different angles to
approach my work from. Most
importantly I feel valued.'
Eve Gunn,
The Marlborough School
'I feel the OTAP has helped to
improve my impact on the learning
of the children I work with. I am
excited for the future and will use
what I have learned to improve
the learning in my classroom and
across our school.'
Tracy Want,
Queen Emma's Primary School

All delegates will be expected to have a coach from their own school.
If you have any questions regarding any of the programmes, please contact:
Tom Manthrope - OLEVI Co-Ordinator
The Henry Box School 01993 703955
tmanthrope@henrybox.oxon.sch.uk

“The OTAP allowed me to mix with
other TAs and share ideas. I feel
honoured to have worked with
such fantastic professionals.”

OUTSTANDING
TEACHING ASSISTANT

PROGRAMME
COMMITMENT
Each programme comprises of
five morning sessions over five
consecutive
weeks.
The
key
ingredient is the opportunity to
share previous experience, existing
expertise and new learning with
colleagues in a safe, supportive and
challenging environment.

DRICE
D Deepening Thinking

Participants will feel inspired and
motivated to take their learning
back into their schools, to make
an immediate impact in their own
practice, with the pupils they support,
their SEN colleagues and the wider

R Role modelling
I

Impact

C Challenging expectations
E Engaging learning

Cost

£435 inc VAT

for one delegate

Includes refreshments and lunches on full days and resource pack.
OTAP dates

Time

Mon 2nd March 2020

9.00 am – 1.30 pm

Tues 10th March 2020

9.00 am – 1.30 pm

Weds 18th March 2020

9.00 am – 1.30 pm

Fri 27th March 2020

9.00 am – 1.30 pm

Thurs 2nd April 2020

9.00 am – 1.30 pm

All delegates will be expected to have a coach from their own school.
If you have any questions regarding any of the programmes, please contact:
Tom Manthrope - OLEVI Co-Ordinator
The Henry Box School 01993 703955
tmanthrope@henrybox.oxon.sch.uk

